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MEET ALY 

My name is Aly Hathcock. I’m here to help you better share your story and 

grow your business.  

 

With more than 10 years of experience, I work in a lot of different areas – 

graphic design, video/photography, social media, client relations, and 

organizational growth & sustainability. 

 

Here’s some of the stats on the work I’ve done in the past few years… 

 Turned a dead TEDx into an annual conference with “standing room 

only” for 2 years straight; average attendance was around 150 

 Created and executed a month-long marketing campaign for Chick-fil-

A Greystone that increased sales by over $9,000 and provided over 

3,000 boxed meals to local individuals in need 

 Increased CFA Greystone’s average post reach by 185% and average 

post engagement by 65% 

 Grew Mount Pisgah UMC’s average post reach by 188% and average 

engagement by 274% during the 2017 Lenten season 

 Increased attendance at Beth Hallel Messianic Synagogue by 10-20% 

 

My goal is to empower businesses and organizations to deepen and expand 

their impact locally, nationally, and globally.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

First, we’ll clarify your brand and brand messaging. 

 

Second, we will turn your website into a streamlined sales funnel that will 

drive clients to schedule a consultation. 

 

Finally, we’ll run a comprehensive marketing & communication strategy 

through… 

 

 Content marketing on social media 

 Targeted Facebook ads 

 Automated email campaigns 

 Segmented audience emails 

 Website streamlining and funnels 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

BRANDING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

HERE’S HOW WE’LL BUILD YOUR BRANDING 

We’ll build a branding guide for YYYYYYY YY YYYY and for XXXXX 

XXXXXXX. This will include both visual identity, as well as messaging. 

Here’s what the process look like… 

1. You’ll receive an in-depth questionnaire for both YYYYYYY YY YYYY 

& XXXXX XXXXXXX & will fill it out.  

2. Based off your answers, Aly will create a survey for your coaches. 

You’ll send that survey to your coaches that they’ll fill out. 

3. Aly will analyze all the answers to build a draft of your branding guide. 

4. You’ll send Aly your feedback. 

5. Aly will finalize the guide.  

Each guide will include both your brand messaging and visual identity. 

Brand messaging includes… 

 Mission Statement 

 Vision Statement 

 Target Demographic  

 Brand Voice 

 Customer Journey + Internal Needs & Solutions 

 Emotional Connections Marketing Strategy 

Visual Identity includes 

 Color palette 

 Fonts 

 Iconography 

 Photography styles 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

WEBSITE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

WEBSITE AUDIT 

 
The visual structure of your website is great. Your site is mobile-friendly and 
the individual page elements are modern & well-designed. Your visual brand 
is evident and well laid-out. 
 
However, the actual architecture isn’t user-friendly. It’s hard for people to 
be able to actually purchase your services and find specific resources. 
 
This alone isn’t terrible, but the fatal flaw of your website is your homepage. 

From the moment prospective clients step onto your site, they should know 

exactly what you offer and how to buy it. Right now, they don’t.  

Neither the homepage or any of the other website copy actually funnels 

people into setting up a consultation.  

 

HERE’S OUR SOLUTION 

Once our branding guide is finished, I’ll rewrite the static website pages to 

have solid marketing copy and specific call-to-actions that drive users to 

schedule a consultation. 

I’ll also simplify the website architecture and homepage layout to be more 

user-friendly and have funnels to shorten the time between when a 

prospective client goes to your website and when they schedule a 

consultation.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

Social media is how we connect to our audience when aren’t connect face-

to-face with them through training or conferences. If our website is our 

digital storefront, our social media is the walkway and the door that gets 

people to website. Essentially, social media funnels people to either 1) going 

to our website or 2) picking up the phone and calling you. 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA GOALS 

We have 3 goals for social media... 

Build trust with potential clients through content marketing 

Social media is outreach media. Over time, we begin to develop a 

relationship with our followers and gain their trust by providing them with 

valuable content. Eventually, followers will have such a relationship with 

you that they jump the line from free content to paid coaching. 

Gain new clients through content marketing, current Facebook followers 

sharing our posts, and ad campaigns 

It’s time for you to get your name out there. Good content leads to 

Facebook engagement which means our content will be seen by more 

people, building brand awareness. 

Provide continuing education for current and previous clients 

You want to provide continuous value to your audience. This means that 

when they need help, they’ll come to you first because of the value you 

provide. 

 

 

 

 



 

CONTENT MARKETING 

We want to build trust with our audience through content marketing. All 

content will fall under one or more of the following categories: 

Inspirational 

These are going to be your fun posts. These posts primarily increase our 

overall engagement so that Facebook algorithms show more of our posts. 

It’s also a fun way to get on people’s news feeds. 

Educational/Informational 

Educational posts will provide continuing education for current and 

previous clients. They will also show potential clients that “hey, we know 

things and can help you!” Content ranges from quotes to informational 

videos and posts. Once or twice per month we can have an FAQ or AMA 

(Ask Me Anything) video (either through Facebook Live or something that’s 

pre-recorded). Educational posts will help us build trust with potential 

clients while also serving current and former clients who have completed 

coaching. 

Promotional 

Promotional posts will incorporate aspects of our inspirational and 

educational posts, but they’ll have a direct call-to-action on them. We’ll give 

them some piece of information (whether it’s educational or inspirational) 

and then invite them to engage with one of our services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SOCIAL MEDIA MONTHLY PACKAGE 

For each channel, you’ll receive 

 Post creation, curation, & scheduling 

o Including optimization & targeting 

 Post monitoring & comment response 

 Monthly analytics report 

 

CHANNELS 

XXXXX XXXXXXX 

 Facebook: 20 posts/month 

 Instagram: 20 posts/month 

 Twitter: 150 posts/month 

YYYYYYY YY YYYY 

 Facebook: 30 posts/month 

 Twitter: 150 posts/month 

 

TOTAL POSTS: 370 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

YYYYYYY YY YYYY SOCIAL MEDIA 

We’ll focus on 2 primary social media channels for YYYYYYY YY YYYY – 

Facebook and Twitter. Since the target demographics for Instagram & 

Snapchat are teens and millennials, we’ll leave these channels out to focus 

on our target market. 

YYYYYYY YY YYYY FACEBOOK 

Posting Frequency – 30 posts/month 

Since we’re building this Page from scratch, we want to quickly create a 

steady flow of content to provide immediate value to new followers. 

Posting schedule will be optimized to reach the maximum number of people 

& maximum engagement. 

Content Creation & Curation 

The bulk of content will be evergreen content that will be either educational 

or inspirational to our audience. 

Additional content will include:  

 Upcoming event promos 

 Who/where XXXXX (or other coaches) is meeting & what he learned 

 Photos from conferences coaches are at 

 And more… 

All content will be either a photo or video, accompanied by text optimized 

for engagement. Content may or may not include links to articles on 

leadership, ministry, and the workplace.  

Post Monitoring 

All posts will be monitored so that comments can be responded to, 

encouraging increased engagement from users & further improving the 

overall post for Facebook’s algorithm.  

 

 



 

YYYYYYY YY YYYY TWITTER 

Posting Frequency – 150 posts/month (5 posts/day) 

In order for our content to get seen on Twitter, we have to have a high 

posting frequency. We’ll post a solid 5 times per day, possibly more. This 

ensures that our content gets seen amidst all the other news.  

Content Creation & Curation 

Like our Facebook, the bulk of content will be evergreen content that will 

provide significant value to our audience. It will be a mix of… 

 Leadership & personal development tips, quotes + graphics 

 Ministry/organizational/business development tips, quotes + graphics 

 Retweets 

 Links to relevant articles 

Tweet Monitoring 

Tweets will be regularly monitored so that comments can be responded to. 

Community Engagement 

We’ll follow relevant hashtags and engage with others’ content to build 

brand awareness and gain more followers. 

Conference Tweeting 

Conferences & events that XXXXX is speaking at or partnering with will be 

promoted via Twitter. Depending on the conference/event, it may be able 

to be live-tweeted in real time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

XXXXX XXXXXXX SOCIAL MEDIA 

For SL’s social media platform, we’ll utilize Facebook, Instagram, and 

Twitter. Facebook and Twitter will focus on personal development and 

leadership, with Instagram adding a more personal touch showing that 

XXXXX is a real person who has experience & rapport in the industry. 

XXXXX XXXXXXX FACEBOOK 

Posting Frequency – 20 posts/month 

We’ll post roughly 5 times per week, providing our audience with a 

consistent flow of content.  

Content Creation & Curation 

Our content for the XXXXX XXXXXXX Page is going to be a mix of 

evergreen and timely content. We want to provide our community with 

personal insight into the work that XXXXX is personally doing – whether it 

be speaking at a conference, meeting with a local leader, or something else. 

We’ll balance that content with evergreen community that will provide 

valuable content on personal leadership & development, as well as some 

content from YYYYYYY YY YYYY.  

Post Monitoring 

All posts will be monitored so that comments can be responded to, 

encouraging increased engagement from users & further improving the 

overall post for Facebook’s algorithm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

XXXXX XXXXXXX TWITTER 

Posting Frequency – 150 posts/month (5 posts/day) 

In order for our content to get seen on Twitter, we have to have a high 

posting frequency. We’ll post a solid 5 times per day, possibly more. This 

ensures that our content gets seen amidst all the other news.  

Content Creation & Curation 

Our content on Twitter will focus more on leadership & personal 

development than our Facebook account. We’ll provide quotes, tips, and 

graphics that will provide industry leaders with the value and insight they 

seek. 

At the same time, we’ll also provide content about the business life of 

XXXXX – conference speaking, meetings with business leaders, and more – 

to develop a rapport with our audience.  

Tweet Monitoring 

Tweets will be regularly monitored so that comments can be responded to. 

Community Engagement 

We’ll follow relevant hashtags and engage with others’ content to build 

brand awareness and gain more followers. 

Conference Tweeting 

We’ll use Twitter to promote XXXXX’s services – particularly as a person 

development & leadership coach and speaker. When he is speaking at an 

event, we’ll promote it via Twitter, and depending on the conference, also 

live-tweet his talk in real time.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

XXXXX XXXXXXX INSTAGRAM 

Posting Frequency – 20 posts/month (5 posts/day) 

In order for our content to get seen on Twitter, we have to have a high 

posting frequency. We’ll post a solid 5 times per day, possibly more. This 

ensures that our content gets seen amidst all the other news.  

Content Creation & Curation 

Our content on Twitter will focus more on leadership & personal 

development than our Facebook account. We’ll provide quotes, tips, and 

graphics that will provide industry leaders with the value and insight they 

seek. 

At the same time, we’ll also provide content about the business life of 

XXXXX – conference speaking, meetings with business leaders, and more – 

to develop a rapport with our audience.  

Instagram Monitoring 

Posts will be regularly monitored so that comments can be responded to. 

Community Engagement 

We’ll follow relevant hashtags and engage with others’ content to build 

brand awareness, gain more followers, and find relevant content for our 

channels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

FACEBOOK ADS 

OBJECTIVES 

Since our overall goal is to gain more clients for YYYYYYY YY YYYY, this will 

be the primary focus of all our Facebook ads. Our ad objectives will be 

primarily to drive people to a website landing page as well as to get new 

leads on prospective clients. 

TARGETING 

We’ll target a few different groups of people… 

 Target Audience #1 

Ministry and business leaders who are searching “personal 

development” 

 Target Audience #2 

Ministry leaders searching for “church growth” and/or are following 

Thom Rainer or Carey Nieuwhof 

 Target Audience #3 

People who look like people who are already following XXXXX 

XXXXXXX or are subscribed to our email lists 

 Target Audience #4 

People who are attending a conference (or have recently attended) 

XXXXX XXXXXXX is speaking at or YYYYYYY YY YYYY is sponsoring 

Depending on need, we can also do specific geotargeting, interest targeting, 

and more. 

AD SPEND 

We’ll spend $600+ per month on Facebook ads. Until the Page following 

significantly increases on YYYYYYY YY YYYY, most of the ad spend will be 

for that page. Afterwards, it will be split between YYYYYYY YY YYYY and 

XXXXX XXXXXXX. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

EMAIL MARKETING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

EMAIL MARKETING 

OBJECTIVE 

We want to use our email marketing to turn vaguely interested prospective 

clients into high paying clients through email automation, as well as provide 

high-value content to subscribers to build trust and grow sales.  

OPT-INS/SIGN UPS 

We’ll develop multiple opt-in opportunities. Some of them may include: 

 Getting a free training video 

 Receiving a high-value PDF or e-book 

 Link to a website article 

EMAIL AUTOMATION 

We’ll work on making more targeted email drip campaigns that are targeted 

towards specific audience groups rather than being generic campaigns. Our 

automated email campaigns will turn new subscribers into paying clients in a 

streamlined fashion rather than rely on newsletters to eventually lead to 

sales. 

REGULAR TARGETED EMAILS 

We’ll provide regular content to our subscribers. We’ll do demographic 

segmentation to provide high-level value to individuals rather than to low-

value content to the masses.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BUDGET & INVESTMENT 

Your marketing budget should be between 7 & 12% of your total revenue – 

split between brand development, promotions, and advertising. 

If you average at ___ clients per year with the average client spend of $__k, 

your estimated average revenue would be $______k. This means your 

marketing budget should be between $____k and $___k.  

BRANDING GUIDES + WEB REWRITE 

Completion: 3 weeks 
Market Cost: $_______ 

Your Investment: $_______ 

MONTHLY SOCIAL MEDIA (INCLUDING AD SET-UP) 

Market Cost: $_________ 

Your Investment: $_________ 

MONTHLY EMAIL SET-UP + MANAGEMENT 

Market Cost: $_____ 

Your Investment: $____ 

*** 

One-time Investment: $_________ 

Monthly Investment: $_______/month ($____k/year) 

+ 

Facebook Ad Spend: $_____/month ($_____k/yr) 

+ 

HubSpot & Infusionsoft: Estimated $_____/month ($____k/yr) 

= 

$________/year + $_____________ one-time investment 

 

This means that to break even, you only need to get roughly 10 new clients per 

year, not counting the cost of your non-marketing overhead.  

 



 

REFERRAL PROGRAM 

Want to cut your marketing costs? I have a way to make that happen! 

Whenever someone contacts me, I ask how they got my information. If they 

then decide to become a paying client, you’ll receive… 

 15% of revenue minus expenses for their first, stand-alone service (ie: 

branding, website, etc) 

 

 10% of revenue minus expenses for monthly campaigns and services 

(social media, blogging, etc) for the first 2 months of the referred 

client’s contract 

Here’s what this could look like for you… 

You land Aly Hathcock Media a client with the exact same package as you.  

This gives you a $600 credit. 

If you get AHM 3 new clients, that’s saving you $1,800 and cuts your 

invoices by 10%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

WHY NOT JUST HIRE A FIRM OR AGENCY? 

Agencies are awesome – especially when they’re local.  

However, you become just one of dozens of clients – meaning you won’t 

get the personalized service you deserve.  

Agencies oftentimes don’t specialize in specific industries. Uptick doesn’t. I 

specialize in organizational development and ministry – just like YYYYYYY 

YY YYYY. This means that I already speak the language that your clients 

want and need to hear in order to connect with you.  

When you choose Aly Hathcock Media, 

 You get personalized attention & 24/7 access 

 You’re working with a fellow a local start-up, not a big agency 

 You’re investing in a future ministry & communications leader 

You’re working with someone who knows how to build brands and 

organizations, increase brand awareness, and grow sales. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

HERE’S OUR GAMEPLAN… 

CLARIFY YOUR BRAND 

We’ll get started by clarifying who you are and what you do. We’ll also work 

on determining the lines between “Jason Lovejoy” and “YYYYYYY YY 

YYYY.” The final product will be a brand messaging guide that will be used 

to get your message out to the world and stay on-brand with all 

communications. 

STREAMLINE & REWRITE YOUR WEBSITE 

We’ll turn your website into a user-friendly sales funnel that will channel 

prospective clients to schedule a consultation. We’ll also make sure that it’s 

easy for current clients to find resources and schedule sessions. 

GROW & ENGAGE YOUR AUDIENCE ON SOCIAL MEDIA 

We’ll work on growing you social media platforms and engaging your 

audience like never before. We’ll use social media to build brand awareness 

and drive your audience to buy your services. 

 

 

 

 

READY TO 

GET STARTED? 


